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About ABIS

Message from the President

About ABIS

Under the first pillar, last year’s launch of the

leverage the experiential knowledge among

Knowledge Into Action Forum has inspired

our business schools and universities who are

ABIS - The Academy of Business in Society is a global network of over 100 companies, networks, and academic institutions whose expertise, commit-

the development of a dynamic, year-round

leading the way in education for sustainability.

ment and resources are leveraged to invest in a more sustainable future for business in society.

platform, of which this year’s Forum is only one
part. A new online system will enable members

Against this backdrop, I trust that you will agree

The ABIS Team supports its partners and members by harnessing the network's expertise, commitment and resources., and leverging these through

to connect and source expertise, and to co-cre-

that ABIS is headed in an exciting direction, and

collaborative projects and events that empower change and deliver impact.

ate new project ideas in line with international

that you and your colleagues feel inspired to

funding opportunities.

come with us on this important journey.

Meanwhile, our two major EU projects – “EU-In-

I would like to thank you and every member of

novatE” and “Innovation for Sustainability (I4S)” –

this extraordinary network, as well as the ABIS

Our mission is to build bridges and strengthen collaboration between the corporate and academic worlds to accelerate systematic change in business

have moved into their final year, and are already

Advisory Board and Board of Directors, for your

education and practice. We create platforms and innovation spaces which enable our members to co-develop new knowledge, as well as education

having impact on high level audiences and

ongoing support.

and learning frameworks, that will enhance the business contribution to society.

platforms. As a case in point, “I4S” will underpin

Mission

History
ABIS (formerly known as EABIS) was founded in 2002 in partnership with IBM, Microsoft, Johnson & Johnson, Unilever and Shell and with the support

ABIS’ first ever branded workshops at this year’s

I would like to close, however, on a more reflec-

Dear ABIS Members,

Academy of Management (AoM) conference. I

tive note. More specifically, to acknowledge the

strongly encourage you to follow their progress

profound sadness felt by the whole ABIS com-

I am delighted to introduce the ABIS Highlights

as both projects deliver their key insights and

munity when we learned that Nigel Roome,

Report 2015 which you have before you.

findings.

our longstanding Academic Chair, passed away

Above all, this allows me to draw your attention

On the Education side, consensus has grown

to a number of important developments for

that ABIS needs to do more collectively to

Nigel’s vision, intellect and scholarship were

the network which have occurred in the past

accelerate change and transformation in

hugely influential in so many areas: shaping

months.

business education and talent development.

the strategic ambitions of global companies,

Our unique model and track record of collabo-

informing and guiding international policy

In our first Board meeting of 2016, there was

ration, plus network expertise, means that we

makers, inspiring young researchers to embark

consensus among the Directors that this was

can legitimately be more than a talking shop

on scientific careers to move society towards a

the year that ABIS would ‘fly’ as an organization,

on these issues, and create genuine impact

more sustainable future, and shaping the minds

having successfully managed a significant

through action.

of the hundreds of thousands of students who

earlier this year after a long fight against cancer.

of the leading Business Schools in Europe (INSEAD, IMD, London Business School, ESADE, IESE, Copenhagen Business School, Warwick Business School,
Vlerick Business School, Ashridge Business School, Cranfield, SDA Bocconi School of Management).
This creation of ABIS was driven by a shared belief that challenges linked to globalisation and sustainable development required new management
skills, mindsets & capabilities. In order to respond to this need, the Partners made strategic commitments to develop Business in Society as a major field
of research to underpin better education and learning.

Track Record
•

Delivered 90+ knowledge development and learning initiatives

passed through his classrooms. He was one of

transition phase in 2015.

•

Secured EUR 11+ million in EU grants to fund 60% of Corporate Responsibility research projects funded to date

A robust pipeline of major company-led

•

Invested EUR 2.5+ million in funding from ABIS' corporate founding partners and international foundations (UN Global Compact, Templeton,

I believe this report underlines that we are well

initiatives is now in place, including: the Global

Roosevelt)

on our way to realising this goal, and that there

Talent Forum for Sustainable Business (Unile-

•

Co-founded the UN Global Compact Principles for Responsible Management Education (PRME)

are many reasons for members to feel equally

ver), Responsible Leadership Development in

•

Co-developed with EFMD the Corporate Responsibility and ethics-related criteria in EQUIS, the world's leading business school accreditation

excited about our progress.

Africa (IBM-GSK-Unilever), Building Leadership

ABIS’ most passionate and committed champions, and he will be truly missed by all of us.

Capabilities (CISL), and the Role of the Board in

standard.
Perhaps most importantly, we have defined a

Sustainable Enterprise Performance (Mazars).We

Alfons Sauquet Rovira

new strategic framework around ABIS’ founding

are also exploring new avenues to develop the

President

mission, based on two main pillars of Knowl-

Alliance for Advancing Health Assets (Johnson

edge and Education. This process has already

& Johnson).

catalysed ambitious new initiatives that will

4

support a far clearer engagement oﬀer to mem-

2016 will also bring the launch of our new

bers in 2016 and beyond.

Global Education initiative to shine light on, and

5

ABIS Knowledge Into Action Platform

ABIS Knowledge Into Action Platform:
Empowerment of Business-Academic
Collaboration
ABIS is committed to putting engaged business-academic collaboration at the heart of
everything we do. It is our aim to become more
inclusive and demonstrate the value of ABIS as
an innovation and collaboration hub for our
members in diﬀerent parts of the world. In this
regard, we have focused in recent months on
developing new ways in which members of
the ABIS network can take greater ownership in
bringing forward their inspiring ideas for new
projects and engagement opportunities.
Our new Knowledge Into Action Platform
(KIAP) is designed to take us beyond the limits

Find and share Engagement
Opportunities with more than
500 other ABIS Members
that the Members Area will bring our global

processes, as well as discussing ‘big ideas’ for
new collaborative initiatives.

In addition to our Members Area, we want to

members of new funding and resourc-

enhance the process of the platform though

ing opportunities linked to their areas of

our annual ABIS Knowledge Into Action Forum.

interest.
The forum is the main physical meeting point
for the network to come together and discuss

provide you with a relevant and useful content

tered by the ABIS Team, but members can of

new ideas for collaboration at diﬀerent stages

for engagement, as well as the opportunity to

course share new opportunities that they have

of development. An interactive format allows

connect with every individual who is part of our

identified with the network (to scope interest

for members to engage at three main levels:

network.

in collaboration) and manage their individual
and institutional profiles. This again serves as an

1.

A defined initiative for which project lead-

Our new online support system drives the

open loop system: members can be inspired to

ers are seeking key expertise and capabili-

Knowledge Into Action Platform in three essen-

work together when new resourcing channels

ties to address specific gaps and optimise

tial ways:

are announced, or develop multi-actor partner-

the competitiveness of a grant proposal;

ships before looking for new opportunities for
1.

It hosts individual profiles of hundreds of
managers and scholars in ABIS’ member
institutions, whose expertise is highlighted
through a comprehensive tagging system
– enabling Members to find and connect
directly with colleagues in business and

Against this backdrop, the Knowledge Into

team on enhancing support mechanisms and

A year-round notification service informs

Overall, the Members Area will be adminis-

connect and collaborate as never before.

the network reviews and guides the central

3.

our shared journey. This online platform will

members from Norway to New Zealand to

physical meeting between members at which

ABIS Knowledge Into Action Forum

or conversation threads opened.

network closer together and support you in

of physical events in Europe, and to empower

Action Forum will evolve into the annual

notified of new documents being posted

2.

additional resources.

Particpate in Funding and
Collaboration Opprtunities
matching your Interests

An emerging initiative for which the champions wish to test diﬀerent approaches
before designing concrete project plans;

3.

Frontier thinking for which pioneers want
to have exploratory discussions around
new concepts and ideas, and to gauge
network interest in developing them.

academia in areas of common interest;
2.

The Members Area also contains function-

Link to Members Area:

It should be underlined, however, that the

alities to allow members to post ideas or

http://www.abis-global.org/member-area

Members Area exists to allow members to

requests partners to develop new collab-

connect with each other at each level through-

orative activities. Thanks to the tagging

For Login Details Contact:

out the year! In this way, the Forum is a valuable

system, all members with a stated interest

karolina.sobczak@abis-global.org

milestone: it is a focal point around which

in the main theme are automatically

members can design their (virtual) planning
and project development, but it is also the

Introducing the New Online Platform
The ABIS website will henceforth host the

ABIS Knowledge Into Action Platform

potential catalyst for new partnerships which
can then be developed ex post through the
Members Area.

new and exclusive Members Area. This is the
new digital approach that has been developed to reach out to academic and corporate
members and connect them with each other.
Now, members can dive into the world of
knowledge, tools, resources and connections
to enable themselves and their organisations
to drive impactful change. We strongly believe
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EU Funds for Research and Innovation

Support by the ABIS Team

Investment Funds, implemented at regional

a large range of instruments and actions, for

level, can be used to support the development

example:

As the development of projects and proposals

of research and innovation capacities at local

can be quite challenging, the ABIS Team in

levels.

•

Brussels supports members in a range of ways,

Grants to individual researchers for

Erasmus+

research projects or to support their

such as the scheduling and hosting of consortia

Combined, these schemes will invest an

meetings online or oﬄine to move ideas for-

estimated €120 billion to support research and

ward into reality.

mobility;

Erasmus + features three central schemes

•

Funding for cooperative research projects;

innovation activities in the period 2014-20.

called Key Actions, of which two are particu-

•

Support and funding for public-public and

larly relevant for the network: Cooperation for

for public-private partnerships;
Five other programmes are connected to, or

Innovation, and Exchanges of Good Practices.

This relates in particular to European Union

•

Specific instruments supporting research

funding schemes, around which ABIS has a

impact on, research and innovation activities:

Under the latter, ABIS prioritises the following

and innovation in SMEs.

long track record and deep insights regarding

COSME, Erasmus+, the Health programme, the

opportunities:

key success factors and process management.

Life programme and the Connecting Europe

As groups of members move into the more

Facility.

structured phases of proposal development,
the central team can oﬀer its excellence in de-

In Education, the Erasmus+ programme aims to

signing the ‘Impact’ and ‘Implementation’ sec-

boost skills and employability, as well as mod-

tions of a bid – worth 2/3 of the final evaluation

ernising Education, Training, and Youth work.

marks – and advise on the conceptual and in-

The seven-year programme will have a budget

tellectual dimensions of proposal design. There

of €14.7 billion. Erasmus+ will support transna-

are also resources available to help members

tional partnerships among Education, Training,

prepare a consortium budget, and more broad-

and Youth institutions and organisations to

ly to leverage ABIS’ institutional relationships to

foster cooperation and bridge the worlds of

find corporate and network partners which can

Education and work in order to tackle the skills

strengthen the bid's competitiveness.

gaps we are facing in Europe.

ABIS secured over EUR 12.5 million
in EU Funding

•

structured and result-driven projects,
notably between higher education and

The Academy of Business in Society

RESPONSE - EUR 1,100,000

Curie

ABIS

The Academy of Business in Society

Simon Pickard, Director International
Programmes
simon.pickard@abis-global.org
Dr. Ludwig Roger, Manager EU Projects
and Funding
ludwig.roger@abis-global.org

Health Innovation, Technology
& Management - Marie Curie

any discipline, sector and to cross-sectorial

Overview of EU Funded ABIS Projects &
their Leaders (Past & Present)

ABIS

Sustainability-Oriented Enterprise - Marie

ABIS Contact

Knowledge Alliances are transnational,

business. Knowledge Alliances are open to

CSR Platform - EUR 750,000

Overview of Submitted Proposals &
their Leaders in 2015

cooperation. The partners share common
goals and work together towards mutually
beneficial results and outcomes.
•

Strategic Partnerships are cooperation
networks bringing together institutions/

Factory of the Future - H2020

organizations active in the fields of
education, training and/or youth, as well
as enterprises, research institutes, public
authorities, social partners etc. Strategic
partnerships have the aim of cooperating

Overview of EU Funding

CSR IMPACT - EUR 2,600,000

in order to implement innovative practice
leading to high quality teaching, training,

European funds for research and innovation

learning and youth work, institutional

activities are distributed between several

modernization and societal innovation.

interlinked financing schemes. For the current

Business Case for Diversity - EUR 1,000,000

period (2014-20), the main programme, Horizon
2020 is fully dedicated to funding such activities

Horizon 2020
With a current budget of over € 70 billion, Hori-

in the fields of space research (Copernicus,

zon 2020, the eighth framework programme

Galileo); nuclear energy (Euratom Research and

for research and innovation, is the largest EU

Training Programme, International Thermo-

programme that specifically supports research

nuclear Experimental Reactor); and coal and

and innovation activities. The programme is

steel production. The European Structural and

structured around three main pillars – Excellent
Science, Industrial Leadership, and Societal
Challenges – and provides funding through

8

Additionally, the ABIS network has a great
opportunity under Erasmus + to pursue new

across all policy fields. Sectoral programmes
also fund research and innovation activities

Youth Driving Social Change - H2020

Joint Masters Degrees (JMD) around dimenInnovation for Sustainability - EUR 2,700,00

ABIS

The Academy of Business in Society

EU-InnovatE - EUR 4,700,000

sions of sustainable business. JMDs enable an
international consortium of higher education
institutions, plus industry and societal partners
where relevant, to develop new programmes
which fill key skills niches in the graduate job
market and enhance sustainable growth and
competitiveness.
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ABIS Knowledge Into Action Forum

New Knowledge, Approaches and
Ideas

Event Activities

Event Proceedings

List of Workshops

The inaugural Forum took place in Brussels on

Based on the initial workshops, a number of

As part of the process to transform the em-

28-29 April, hosted by founding partner Vlerick

proposals are now in the process of further

bedded knowledge of our network into more

Business School on its new executive campus.

development for submission in 2016 or early

WS 1: The American University in Cairo
Corporate Sustainability from a Comparative
Lens - Europe, Middle East, North and South
Africa

collaborative projects (both in number and am-

2017, with over 20 diﬀerent members involved.

bition), ABIS convened its inaugural Knowledge

The programme was divided into two distinct

In this simple regard, the Forum can be consid-

Into Action Forum in April 2015.

parts. During the first afternoon, attendees

ered a success – and our ambition is to double

heard from the EU Commission and Project

the number of workshop-generated proposals

The Forum was conceived with two objectives:

Coordinators about emerging priorities and

in 2016.

first, to grasp the increased opportunities

themes linked to business in society and

to secure grants from the EU, through new

sustainability, as well as in-depth information

As a follow-up to the event, many participants

schemes where members could propose the

about processes, key success criteria, impact

also underlined the value of having such a

central theme instead of having it defined by

expectations and experiences from on-going

convening point in the ABIS calendar devoted

the Commission; and second, to create a space

projects.

to new project development. Among the

for members to take more ownership and lead

constructive feedback were calls for more

new proposals with their own areas of expertise

On the second day, the agenda featured a

corporate-academic dialogue and a clearer

and passion.

range of small-scale workshops, led by corpo-

alignment between new project ideas and

rate and academic members around their own

specific funding schemes. These important

Above all, it aimed to provide an informal

proposed themes of strategic interest. These

and valuable insights will be reflected in the

setting to give participants the opportunity to

were designed to connect and empower small

programme design for May 2016.

discuss international research proposals and

clusters of Partners & Members to develop joint

fundraising possibilities in an atmosphere that

proposals for funding and wider collaboration

fostered the active exchange of ideas and rein-

in the months that follow. Please see next page

forced business-academia collaboration.

for a full list of workshop topics.
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WS 2: Accenture
Circular Economy & Competitiveness
WS 3: BI Norwegian Business School
Building a network of members to explore
corporate sustainability at Board level
WS 4: Comillas Pontifical University
Lifelong learning for young adults: better
policies for growth and inclusion in Europe
WS 5: Mazars
Long-termism in business - does it reall pay
WS 6: Amsterdam Business School
Transforming Data into Responsible Action:
How to improve Sustainable Value Chain
Performance through Business Analytics

WS 8: Kingston Business School
SME Business Model Innovation
WS 9: Gordon Institute of Business
Science
The Network of Business Sustainability:
Bridging the gap between academic
research and business sustainability
challenges
WS 10: Mazars
Tone at the Top - making it live throughout an organisation
WS 11: University of Koblenz-Landau
Entrepreneurship and Society in Europe
WS 12: Copenhagen Business School
Business and Human rights: Unfolding
the emerging regime to management
professionals with an emphasis on the
implications of the UN Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights

WS 7: ABIS - The Academy of Business in
Society
The Alliance for Business in Society
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ABIS 14th Annual Colloquium

Thus, as in previous years, the 2015 Colloquium

Day two was largely about the participants tak-

leveraged the ABIS model of corporate-aca-

ing ownership of the debate, working together

demic partnership to focus on ways in which

in facilitated groups to define evidence-based

companies, business schools and universities,

scenarios for inspiring organizational change

Conference Theme

and other actors can collaborate more eﬀec-

around diﬀerent dimensions of sustainability. In

tively to define and develop new frameworks in

line with ABIS’ mission, it was structured around

On 27-28 October 2015, SDA Bocconi School

knowledge, talent and learning that contribute

the two parallel and interlinked themes: Knowl-

of Management and ABIS staged the 14th ABIS

to lasting solutions.

edge & Education.

Keynote Speakers

Annual Colloquium in Milan Italy. The event's
theme focused on Global Sustainability Strategy:
New models and approaches to achieve sustain-

Colloquium Programme

able living.

Jacques Attali

Doug Baillie

Frank Geels

President, Positive Plant &
Positive Economy Forum

Chief HR Oﬃcer, Unilever &
Advisory Board Chair, ABIS

Professor of System Innovation and Sustainability at the
Sustainable Consumption
Institute, The University of
Manchester

Andrew King

Mario Monti

Letizia Moratti

Professor of Business
Administration at Tuck
School of Business at
Dartmouth

President of Università Bocconi and Chairman of the
High-level Group on Own
Resources of the European
Union

Co-Founder of the San
Patrignano Foundation

Janos Pastor

Sergio Piazzi

Rajendra Shende

Assistant Secretary-General
for Climate Change at the
United Nations

Secretary General at the
Parliamentary Assembly of
the Mediterranean

Chairman of TERRE Policy
Centre, Former Director of
United Nations Environment
Programme-UNEP

At the event corporate leaders gave their
One of the main objectives of the Colloquium

insights regarding the developments for future

was to be an important contributor to the glob-

models for sustainable living in the areas of

al dialogues around the theme of the Universal

energy, mobility, food, and cities for 2020 and

Expo 2015 - Feeding the Planet, Energy for Life.

beyond.

The core issues of sustainable development

Prior to these, some of the world’s thought

have become a subject for global concern in re-

leaders in the field of sustainability provided ev-

cent years, which has been reflected in the field

eryone with evidence- and experience-backed

of strategic management. However, the unit of

perspectives on the prospects, obstacles and

analysis in the field has predominantly been the

potential game-changing approaches to

multinational enterprise. A decade

achieve more sustainable economies, societies

ago, the fundamental questions addressed how

and living models in the years to come.

corporate strategy would evolve to include
sustainability and responsibility - in itself, a

Afterwards, various Master Classes enabled par-

relatively new field of enquiry.

ticipants to engage in a more focused debate
with the same speakers to have more in-depth

Yet the aftermath of the financial and economic

conversations about the diﬀerent matters.

crises has highlighted an urgent need for new
strategic management and decision-making

The day was rounded up with a gala dinner in

models which nurture smart, sustainable and

the inspiring Museo Diocesano Corso di Porta

inclusive growth, and deliver shared value for

Ticinese with renowned French economist and

business and society. The same issues apply

social theorist Jacques Attali as a guest speaker.

universally to MNCs, SMEs, government agencies, NGOs, and others. The challenge is how to
empower and equip as many actors as possible
to manage them going forward.
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ABIS Global Talent Forum

Redefining A Global Skills & Talent
Agenda

First ABIS Global Talent Forum

The forum proposed concrete steps to end Q2
2016 to continue the discussions, with a specific

On 3 December 2015, the inaugural ABIS

focus on talent / people competences and

In the past couple of years, a growing number

Global Talent Forum for Sustainable Business

mindsets, and invited those present to engage

of corporate sustainability champions – with

took place at Unilever’s Four Acres Leadership

in working groups to inform a second Forum

Unilever in the vanguard – have recognised

Development Centre, hosted by Doug Baillie,

before the summer. Initial reaction in the room

that they need new profiles from their talent

Chief HR Oﬃcer at Unilever and Chair of the

indicated strong support for this going forward.

pipelines to lead sustainable business transfor-

ABIS Strategic Advisory Board.
The work of the consortium will focus around

mation in a rapidly changing global context.
However, they have significant challenges in

The event brought together senior HRM, talent

finding, recruiting and developing the people

and leadership development executives from a

that they seek.

range of global industry sectors. More specif-

the following two tasks for the first half of 2016:
•

To create a holistic framework of the criti-

ically, it opened new dialogues and reflection

cal skills, values, mindsets & qualities that

The companies also recognise that, just as they

about the requisite talent and leadership pro-

the next generation of corporate sustain-

cannot resolve sustainability challenges in iso-

files to lead sustainable business transformation

ability leaders will need to have by 2025;

lation, they have a vested interest in consolidat-

in a rapidly changing global context.

•

To produce a concise discussion paper
explaining the rationale behind the frame-

ing and communicating their long-term talent
requirements with a more unified voice, so that

Doug Baillie opened the Forum by sharing Uni-

work’s contents, which will also be used

there is a strategic opportunity for business

lever’s perspectives on the growing volatility,

as a discussion paper for the 2nd Global

education providers to engage and respond

uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity (VUCA)

Forum.

through innovation in their own curricula and

in the global business context, and four major

programmes.

trends which have serious implications for the
company’s markets, business model, strategy,

Against this backdrop, it goes to the very heart

and the talent required to deliver a sustainable

of ABIS’ founding mission – and the shared

long-term future.

interests of our partners and members – to
facilitate a new model of engagement between

Overall, broad agreement was reached on the

these companies and our wider academic

need for greater clarity and consistency of

network. Our ultimate objective is to inspire

message on the values, mindsets and qualities

a deeper working relationship between the

required of tomorrow's leaders – recognising

business and academic worlds, so that all com-

that this has not been done eﬀectively to date,

panies benefit over time from graduate talent

either within companies or at the interface with

pools aligned with the global sustainability

business schools and universities.

ABIS Contact
Simon Pickard, Director International
Programmes
simon.pickard@abis-global.org
Patrick Niemann, Communication Coordinator
patrick.niemann@abis-global.org

challenges we face.
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Innovation for Sustainability (I4S)

Sustainability-Driven Innovation

About I4S in 2015

I4S is funded by the EU ‘Marie Curie Actions’

The I4S project runs from January 1st 2013 until

scheme and coordinated by ABIS. It is a Re-

the end of December 2016 with 8 associated

search and Competence Training Network for

multinational corporate partners. Its network

Sustainability-Driven Innovation (or simply I4S)

includes eight business schools, universities,

which aims to prepare early-stage researchers

and associate partners with prior research expe-

to generate and disseminate knowledge about

rience in aspects of sustainability, business and

how businesses and their managers contribute

innovation. The training network is designed

to, and participate in innovation that promotes

to expose early-stage researchers to a diver-

economic, social development in ways that are

sity of conceptual and empirical perspectives

environmentally sustainable.

Sally Randles as New Scientist in
Charge

I4S at the Academy of Management
(AoM) Annual Meeting

from which our understanding of sustainabili-

Sally Randles has been confirmed in the role of

Two sessions by (I4S) have been accepted, for

ty-driven innovation can be improved. It brings
The members of the I4S consortium recognise

the ABIS Scientist in Charge for the last year of

the 76th Annual Meeting of the Academy of

together experienced university and business

‘sustainability-driven innovation’ as a complex

the project.

Management in August 2016.

school faculty with an interest in developing

challenge that business scholars and practi-

new orientations to research by studying areas

tioners ought to understand through interdis-

Sally was touched to have been asked to step-

The sessions will focus around the following

that are relevant to sustainability-driven innova-

ciplinary and trans disciplinary research rooted

up to the role for the remaining year of the

two themes:

tion, yet remain relatively under-theorised.

project following very sad and untimely death

in a multi-level theory and research design. The
long-held view of business organisations as
insular entities which stand apart from society
and innovate only to achieve instrumental

of the irreplaceable Professor Nigel Roome

I4S Final Conference on
28 October 2016 in Brussels

interests is increasingly contested.

•

ing the Devolution of Care

from cancer in January 2016.
•
In her role Sally will work very closely with

Scholarship for Actionable Results: ReversInnovating for Sustainability: The State of

"I am also reminded of what we all really know but sometimes forget. Opportunities
are created by people, and people respond to those opportunities. No-one owns that,
no one is indispensable; all we can really do is try, at best, to make things happen. So
I am with you through the history of the network and in spirit, urging you on not to
cease looking for and creating opportunities. Go for them with my blessing - own
a piece and contribute a piece for others. In this way we have a chance to make our
group, our society and our planet better places” - Nigel Roome

the Art and Beyond

ABIS to progress the final year of mentoring,
In the past year, eight early-stage researchers

Some scholars pursuing research in the area of

dissemination, engagement, and reporting to

The Academy of Management Annual Meeting

(ESRs) within I4S have embarked on field work

the business contribution to sustainable devel-

the Commission, including Chairing the final

is the premier conference for more than 10,000

in diﬀerent empirical settings: multinational

opment support an alternative view of firms as

conference aimed at a practitioner and policy

students, academics, scholars, and professionals

enterprises in construction and retail, a medi-

systemic entities, able to develop connections

audience at ABIS in Brussels on 28 October

in the field of management and organisation

um-sized enterprise in electrical engineering;

with other actors in society, through multiple

2016.

studies. The 76th Annual Meeting of the Acad-

service providers (IT solutions, management

institutional frameworks, and working across

emy of Management will be held August 5-9, in

consulting and social business innovation), a

sectors with communities and other agents.

Anaheim, California, USA.

cross-sectorial enterprise association dedicated

ABIS

The Academy of Business in Society

to sustainable development and a world-leadOne proposition is that sustainability-oriented

ing environmental NGO with global sustainabil-

corporations are seen to engage in innovation

ity perspectives and reach. The project's focus

in a proactive, stakeholder-engaging way, and

has therefore been on supporting the ESRs in

at multiple levels. This might involve technolog-

developing their research and advancing their

ical innovation, innovation in business models

scientific training.

ABIS Contact
Prof. Sally Randles, ABIS Scientist in Charge
sally.randles@abis-global.org
Dr. Mario Pansera, MSC Research Fellow & Project

or innovations that result in systems change.

Manager

The realisation of ambitions of this kind invari-

mario.pansera@abis-global.org

ably involves businesses and others in managerial and organisational innovation.
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EU-InnovatE

Upcoming Highlights and Milestones

The submissions process for 2016 is now
open, with full information available at www.

Through to the end of 2016, the EU-InnovatE

se-award.org/en. As a way of strengthening

consortium will develop a wide range of

the value and excitement of the Gala Awards

outputs tailored for diﬀerent scientific, industry,

Ceremony in November, selected start-ups will

policy and stakeholder audiences, including

also have the possibility to pitch their business

reports, toolkits, training course designs, and

ventures to a community of potential investors

social media videos & content.

Background

Save the Date: EU-InnovatE Final
Conference on 22 November 2016
in Brussels

Frank-Martin Belz, has spent 2015 in an emABIS and a consortium of members are now in

pirical phase. This has primarily explored the po-

the final year of delivery of the “EU-InnovatE”

tential impact of this emerging phenomenon

Project, one of the world’s largest business-ori-

through a ground-breaking blend of scenarios,

ented research initiatives linked to sustainability.

modelling, case studies, policy insight, and

Supported by € 4.7 million in EU funding, and

in-depth analysis of how sustainable entrepre-

coordinated by TUM School of Management

neurship is evolving both within and outside

in Germany, it investigates the role that end

of established corporate value chains. Through

users, innovators and entrepreneurs will play

its work, the group seeks not only to establish

in driving transitions towards more sustainable

and legitimize user innovation and entrepre-

lifestyles and green economy in Europe.

neurship for sustainability as an international
research and teaching domain, but also provide

In parallel, the following events will underpin
the journey to the end of the project:
•

policy around its potential to create sustainable
growth, jobs and competitiveness in the years

From green electricity tariﬀs to car sharing

ahead.

schemes, many sustainable products and
services have in recent years been brought to

As an indication of the growing level of interest

market by enthusiastic start-ups. More users

in the work being undertaken and overall

and consumers than ever are turning their

central theme, EU-InnovatE has already been

hands to business in a bid to solve social and

showcased at many of the world’s leading

environmental problems.

events for management scholarship, including
the Academy of Management Annual Meeting

The central thesis being tested in the project is

(AoM), European Academy of Management

that in the decades to come, end users and user

(EURAM), European Group for Organizational

entrepreneurs will play an essential role as inno-

Studies (EGOS), and the Babson Entrepreneur-

vation drivers in the critical domains of energy,

ship Conference.

Sustainable Innovation Virtual Workshop
– May 25, hosted online by Cranfield and
GlobeScan

•

3rd PhD Summer Academy – September
14-16, hosted by Politecnico di Milano in

evidence-backed insights to industry and

Scope of the Project

and political & industry leaders. The oﬃcial date

The EU-InnovatE consortium, led by Prof.

Milan
•

Industry Round Table – September (date
TBC), hosted by ABIS in Brussels

•

Policy Round Table – September (date
TBC), hosted by ABIS in Brussels

•

2016 Sustainable Entrepreneurship
Awards – November (date TBC), hosted by
future4you in Vienna

•

EU-InnovatE Final Conference – November
22, hosted by ABIS in Brussels

In-Depth: About the Sustainable Entrepreneurship Awards
In 2015, EU-InnovatE confirmed a new strategic

for the 2016 Gala will be announced later this
year.

ABIS Contact

partnership with future4you GmbH, the founders and organisers of the prestigious Sustainable Entrepreneurship Award (SEA) scheme.
The SEA was established in 2012 and has quickly become one of the world’s most recognised
platforms for identifying and rewarding entre-

Simon Pickard, Director International
Programmes
simon.pickard@abis-global.org
Marco Matrisciano, Projects Coordinator
marco.matrisciano@abis-global.org

preneurs providing new solutions to global and
local sustainability challenges.
Each year a range of awards are presented to
enterprises, projects and ideas which address
a social or ecological problem by combining
innovative solutions with a profitable commercial strategy. A dedicated EU-InnovatE prize
– worth € 10,000 to the winner – is now one of
the highlights of the year-round process, with
evaluations being conducted by a high-level
jury chaired by Professor Belz, EU-InnovatE’s
Scientific Coordinator.

food, living and mobility, empowered by the
digital revolution, access to new technologies
and social media, crowd funding, new public
policy instruments, and more.

ABIS
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Managing the Responsible Business
Challenge in Africa
Corporate-Academic Partnership Programme

Achievements since inception of the
Idea in 2014

The specific impact being targeted with this

At the end of the two day planning and training

Collaboration between business and academia

session, it was decided to develop a program

is crucial for developing cross-cutting com-

and train faculty in the use of the facilitation

petencies in leaders. It is, in fact, a pertinent

Since 2014, ABIS and three of its corporate

methodology to implement the leadership pro-

skill necessary to succeed in the fast- paced

During 2014/2015, the ABIS Africa business-ac-

cuss the role of leadership in dealing with this

partners have been partnering with various

gram. A decision was taken to implement the

challenging business environment, especially

ademic platform gathered through a series of

systemic problem.

business schools in Africa to facilitate greater

project in stages, commencing with two pilot

in Africa. The ABIS intervention will address this

workshops and worked together towards the

collaboration between Africa’s Higher Educa-

courses: one facilitated by Strathmore Business

issue by training academics to act as catalysts

common goal of designing a pilot course on

tion Institutions and business. Africa’s flourish-

School and the other by Stellenbosch Business

in developing these competencies around

leadership for Managing the Responsible Busi-

ing economies show the strength of entre-

School. The following schools took part in the

sustainability in all its facets.

ness Challenge in Africa. To define the building

preneurship, innovation and talent. The key

train the trainer workshop: Strathmore Business

question we kept asking was how this growth

School, Kenya, Lagos Business School, Nige-

ABIS as a global network of businesses and

could take into consideration the responsi-

ria, Ghana Business School, Ghana, American

academic collaboration has developed a new

bility that goes with it, how we could better

University of Cairo, Egypt, University of Stellen-

platform that aims to support responsible man-

prepare talent for the leadership roles required

bosch, University of Pretoria, Henley Business

agement education and leadership develop-

to direct this growth and thus contribute to

School and the University of Cape Town’s

ment for Africa’s leaders from local companies,

making progress towards market stability and

Graduate School of Business, South Africa.

Government and NGOs.

responsible and ethical management and dis-

blocks of this pilot course, the platform has
been focusing on:
1.

Sharing current best practice models for
leadership and management develop-

Considerable progress has been made since

align with greater focus towards implementing

then- the framework and curriculum for the

our goal of developing a leadership course and

program has been written up and submitted

piloting it through two ABIS’s partner business

for accreditation at the University of Stellen-

schools in Africa.

bosch Business School, three of our corporate
partners, IBM, Unilever and GSK have committed seed funding to implement the two pilot
programs in 2016. The pilots have the dual

"Giving Voice to Values challenges the assumptions about business ethics at companies and business schools, she argues
that often the issue isn’t distinguishing
what is right or wrong, but knowing how
to act on your values despite opposing
pressure” - Mary Gentile

With the intention of equipping African busi-

up as a ‘train the trainer’ opportunity for faculty

ness schools with cross-cutting competencies

from the schools in which the intervention

in general management and leadership, ABIS

takes place.

Facilitating strategic debate around the

ethical business in Africa;
3.

from seven business schools in Africa and four

ABIS will strive to equip faculty with the con-

corporate partners for a two-day workshop on

tent, facilitation skills, and the networks through

the 4 and 5 December, 2015, at the University

Designing core components, innovative
methods and delivery structures of executive, management and small business
leadership courses across the African
continent.

4.

Facilitated a two-day workshop to equip
faculty to deliver content using the of

Key Objectives

Giving Voice to Values pedagogy.
5.

1.

brought together eighteen faculty members

Content and outcomes developed and

Designing core components of executive,

presented for accreditation at the Univer-

management and small business develop-

sity of Stellenbosch for piloting the course

ment courses on responsible leadership

at two sites in Africa.

across the African continent;
Developing faculty to support the delivery

In alignment with the fundamental purpose of

designing and implementing leadership devel-

of responsible management education

transforming responsible leadership in Africa,

of Stellenbosch. The training process was fa-

opment programs that has a focus on sustain-

and leadership education for sustainability;

with a new curriculum design for executive

cilitated by Mary Gentile who has developed a

ability and ethics. This new platform that has

Designing and delivering new innovations

programmes, the first pilot model of the course

unique pedagogy called Giving Voice to Values

been created with a unique collaboration of so

in management at business schools as

has been co-created and submitted for accredi-

(GVV). She says that "GVV challenges the as-

many business schools and the private sector

part of executive education oﬀerings and

tation at the University of Stellenbosch.

sumptions about business ethics at companies

will surely assist us in achieving this goal.

through in company workshops.

2.

3.

4.

Pilot one in country training and one in

The success of the course rests on the adoption

company workshop in 2016.

of a cross- sectoral approach, integrated from its

but knowing how to act on your values despite

design phase to the delivery mode and feeding

opposing pressure”

back into the public discourse.
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Varkey George, Project Manager Africa
varkey.george@abis-global.org

ment education towards sustainable and

purpose of testing out the curriculum and
facilitation methodology but also to double

issue isn’t distinguishing what is right or wrong,

Prof. Mollie Painter-Morland, Project Director
Africa Initiative
mollie.painter@abis-global.org

current gaps in leadership and manage-

implementation as our partners and curriculum

and business schools, she argues that often the

ABIS Contact

ment in ethics and sustainability;
2.

sustainable development. 2016 is the year of

Business-Academic Collaboration as a
Catalyst

first pilot is to address the macro issue of
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Alliance for Advancing Health Assets

For 2016, the ambitions for the Alliance remain

Next Steps

ABIS Contact

At the start of Q2 2016, there is an open invi-

as before:
•

•

To influence HA capacity building and

tation to ABIS members interested in this field

Simon Pickard, Director International
Programmes

strengthen health systems by increasing

to put themselves forward (as individuals or

simon.pickard@abis-global.org

HA thinking/acting and linking HA science

institutions) as new champions to build on the

to practice;

strong foundations which have already been

To enable systemic change and develop

constructed by ABIS, JJCCT and Rutgers.

tangible evidence showing the value of
•

applying HA development approaches;

This comes against a backdrop of three poten-

To catalyse global networking which

tial scenarios for the remainder of the year:

bridges across disciplines, and inspires
a wide spectrum of actors to engage in

Health Improvement through Societal
Change

used the collective reach of its participants to

One of the other significant outputs from last

research, implement and “pressure test” new

year’s work is a “Discovery Framework” which

tools which will allow health practitioners, com-

highlights potential avenues for action and ex-

In 2010, ABIS co-founded with the Johnson

munities and policy-makers to collect evidence

ploration in 2016. The Framework is construct-

& Johnson Corporate Citizenship Trust and

and advocate for a shift towards seeing health

ed around five main pillars (also reflecting the

Rutgers University the Alliance for Advancing

as an asset.

resources created to date):

Health Assets (AHA). The Alliance is a highly
diverse global network of passionate individuals
and organisations who are transforming soci-

Current Status

social change.

•

been achieved, and choose to leverage

projects;

what has been learned and developed in

To populate a virtual health assets knowl-

their own professional context (i.e., values,

edge repository;

methods, tools), outside of any formal

To broadcast Health Assets success stories
and their impacts;

•

Those involved thus far celebrate what has

structure or Alliance.
2.

Groups of interested individuals investi-

To continue to influence, mobilise and

gate specific HA opportunities that have

support innovators in this emerging field.

been identified and proceed with finding

1.

Network Development

the resources to act on them. NOTE: the

2.

Research & Education

J&J Trust can facilitate additional network-

3.

Knowledge Management

The Alliance’s development phase came to a

4.

Products & Services

close at the end of 2015, with the finalization of

5.

Advocacy & Regulatory

ety’s approach to health improvement through

•

1.

collaborative (even virtual) Health Assets

ing to support this.
3.

One, or a small group of organizations,
express their desire to take on a leadership

Over the past five years, the Alliance has

various resources which are being made public-

role for the Alliance, acting as a global/re-

brought together leaders from across the glob-

ly available. These included, among others:

gional hub for coordination of health asset
development eﬀorts.

al health spectrum for a “voyage of discovery”
to identify concepts, models, processes and

•

A Health Asset scorecard

tools in support of informed decision making

•

A research study analysing pioneering
ventures in India, Kenya and Sweden

that could lead to better health in individuals,
communities and systems.

•

AHA is not merely a forum within which people

•

A Position Paper and journal publication
based on the research cases
Heath Asset ventures and literature

come together to rethink the way health is
perceived, resourced and managed. It has also

A prototype Knowledge Inventory of

•

Conceptual design for an international
Health Asset Summer School
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ABIS Membership

ABIS Partners

ABIS Members
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ABIS Membership

ABIS Partners

ABIS Members

COFRA Holdings

Grenoble Ecole de Management

Mannheim University

TSM Business School

Ashridge Business School

AABS - Association of African Business Schools

Cologne Business School

Henley Business School

Mazars

TUM School of Management

Copenhagen Business School

Accenture

Comillas Pontifical University

Hull University Business School

MIP – Politecnico di Milano

Turku School of Economics

Cranfield School of Management

AccountAbility

Coventry University

ICSR - Italian Centre for Social Responsibility

Monash University

University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam Business

Agentur Mehrwert

CSR Asia

Inha University, College of Business Adminis-

Net Impact

AIESEC

CSR Europe

Al Akhawayn University - School of Business

Drucker Society

School
EPPA

tration
ESADE

InnoCSR
GlaxoSmithKline

prises
Plymouth Business School

Durham Business School

IBM
ALTIS - Universitá Cattolica del Sacro Cuore

University of Cambridge Institute for Sustainability Leadership

INSEEC

Administration

University of Bath School of Management
Observatoire de la Responsabilité des Enter-

University of Cape Town Graduate School of
Intel Corporation

Recticel

Business

ISCTE Business School

Rotterdam University of Applied Sciences,

University of Edinburgh Business School

Ecole Hoteliere de Lausanne

IESE
Asian Institute of Management

School of Management

EDC Paris Business School

IMD

ISM University of Management and Economics

Asian Institute of Technology
ING
Audencia Business School

University of Exeter Business School
Royal Holloway University of London, School of

EDHEC Business School
ISTUD Foundation

Management

University of Groningen

Japan Forum of Business and Society

Rutgers University

University of Koblenz-Landau, Central Institute

EFMD

INSEAD
B Corporation

Erasmus University, Rotterdam School of Man-

Johnson & Johnson

for Scientific Entrepreneurship & International

Ben-Gurion University of the Negev

agement

Kent Business School

Sodalitas

Transfer

BI Norwegian School of Management

ESCP Europe

Kingston University Business School

Solvay Brussels School

University of Stellenbosch Business School

Business & Society Belgium

ESMT European School of Management and

Kozminski University

St Petersburg University - Graduate School of

University of the West of England

London Business School
Manchester Business School
Nottingham Business School, Nottingham Trent
University

Management

Technology
KPMG

Business in the Community

Nyenrode Business University

Lappeenranta University of Technology

Candriam

Solvay SA
Unilever

Latin American Council of Management

Catholic University of Eichstätt-Ingolstadt

Schools (CLADEA)

The American University in Cairo

Global Reporting Initiative

Leuphana University, Centre for Sustainability

The Hong Kong Polytechnic University

CEDEP
Management

CEEMAN

The Hong Kong University of Science and
Maastricht University

Central European University Business School
Gordon Institute of Business Science (GIBS)
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Warsaw School of Economics

Forum for the Future

Global Sustain
Vlerick Business School

Waikato Management School
Telecom Italia

Forética
SDA Bocconi School of Management

Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Strathmore Business School

European University Business School

Technology
TIAS School for Business and Society
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Principles for Responsible Management
Education

ABIS Publications

The Role of Corporate Sustainability
in Asian Development: A Case Study
Handbook (Forthcoming June 2016)

multinational companies have been positively

List of Cases

aﬀecting the communities by satisfying various
stakeholders and developing the social welfare

•

Intel – CSR 3.0: how to leverage social

as a whole. At the same time, the companies

innovation to create business and social

Editors:

themselves have seen positive eﬀects in the

value

•

Dr. Fabien Martinez

long term regarding brand image and custom-

•

Prof. Hyuk Rhee

er satisfaction as well as financial performance.

•

Prof. Gilbert Lenssen

•

Lenovo – Venture Philanthropy; supporting NGOs

•
It is against this backdrop that Korea University

Samsung Electronics – Green Memory
Chips

Corporate Sustainability (CS) has a short history

Business School and ABIS have sought to cap-

•

ZTE – Eliminating Digital Chasm

in Asia, but is growing in importance. It can be

ture this emerging practice in a new case book

•

BMW – BMW I Story: revolutionizing sus-

defined as a business approach that responds

for managers and business educators. The book

to multiple stakeholders on every dimension of

titled: "The Role of Corporate Sustainability in

how a business operates and creates long-term

Asian Development: A Case Study Handbook"

shared value through integration of business

builds mainly on the results of two conferences

strategies, human values, and ecological

in South Korea in 2012 and 2013 that were

sustainability in business through knowl-

culture. It is logical that fast-growing econo-

co-hosted by KUBS and ABIS.

edge building

tainable mobility
•

Hyundai Motor Company – Fostering
social enterprises

•

Mahindra & Mahindra – Mainstreaming

mies, such as those in Asia, are boosted by the
commitments of businesses to sustainable

The conferences led practitioners and profes-

development of their regions.

sors to discuss theoretical backgrounds of CS

ABIS Contact

and later invited practitioners from leading
Recently, more companies in Asia have started

global companies in the electronics and the

to recognise the strategic importance of build-

automotive industries to discuss “The Role of

ing practices that create sustainable bottom

Corporate Sustainability in Asia’s Development,”

lines related to the economy, environment,

focusing more on the practical application of

and society. Understanding CS as a part of the

CS principles.

responsibility of a firm, extending beyond economic and legal obligations, multinational com-

These corporate cases are now published with

panies have sought to integrate new standards

this book to showcase a range of best practic-

and norms that reflect the concern of various

es that have been highlighted as relevant in

stakeholders, from consumers and employees

recent years and are certainly salient to address

to local communities. One such representative

the role of corporate sustainability in Asian

trend in CS is ‘Fair Trade’ in South Korea.

development.

Other CS activities commonly practiced in

The book will be useful to academicians who

Asia focus on philanthropic responsibilities,

teach and research CS issues, practitioners who

usually related to activities that enhance human

are searching for appropriate CS strategies to

welfare and goodwill in the respective regions.

benchmark, students who are studying to be

Most companies that carry out philanthropic

future business leaders in the field, and the

projects make donations for such purposes as

general public who are interested in the CS

children or job educations, improvements in

activities of multinational companies.

Dr. Ludwig Roger, Manager EU Funding
and Projects
ludwig.roger@abis-global.org

Overview

Gradual and Systemic Change in Business Education

The Principles for Responsible Management

Our Involvement
With ABIS being a co-creator of PRME, as well as

(PRME) was launched in 2007 as a United

The PRME initiative aims to create a frame-

member of its Steering Committee, we are part

Nations Global Compact initiative. It aims to

work for gradual, systemic change in business

of the group of global and regional associa-

globally inspire and lead change in the field

schools and management-related institutions.

tions, which advise the PRME Secretariat on a

of responsible management and thought

This change is based on three distinctive

wide range of strategic and operational issues.

leadership.

characteristics of the initiative: continuing im-

Furthermore, the 2014 Steering Committee

provement, a learning network, and reporting

meetings were chaired by Simon Pickard, ABIS

progress to stakeholders.

Director General at the time. As of 2015, ABIS'

Inspired by internationally accepted values,
which include the UN Global Compact’s Ten

Managing Director Joris-Johann Lenssen is

Principles, the Six Principles of PRME provide a

To report on progress of participating institu-

representing the ABIS in the PRME Steering

structure for engagement in order to advance

tions to stakeholders through Sharing Informa-

Committee.

academic institutions in terms of social respon-

tion on Progress (SIP) reports is a crucial part of

sibility by incorporating universal values into

the active commitment to PRME.

The committee as a whole is committed to

curricula and research. By doing so, PRME seeks

advance long-term goals in responsible man-

to establish a process of continuous enhance-

agement education in business schools world

ment among institutions of management ed-

wide. Finally, ABIS also aims to align our own

ucation in order to develop a new generation

initiatives with UN policies around sustainable

of business leaders that is capable of managing

development through the partnership with

the complex challenges faced by business and

PRME.

society in the 21st century.

ABIS Contact
Joris-Johann Lenssen, Managing Director
joris.lenssen@abis-global.org

community infrastructure, and developments
in art and culture. Eventually, CSR activities of
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ABIS Team

Prof. Alfons Sauquet Rovira,
ABIS
President of ABIS and Global
Dean of ESADE Business &
Law School

Prof. Manuela Brusoni,
SDA Bocconi School of
Management
Professor of Public Management and Policy

Prof. Mark Esposito, Grenoble Ecole de Management
Professor of Business and
Economics at Grenoble
Ecole de Management and
Harvard University's Division
of Continuing Education

Adrie Heinsbroek, ING
Belgium
Head of Sustainability

Joris-Johann Lenssen
Managing Director

Simon Pickard
Director International Programmes

Prof. Mollie PainterMorland
Project Director Africa
Initiative

Prof. Sally Randles
Scientist in Charge

Prof. Andrew Kakabadse,
Henley Business School
Professor of Governance and
Leadership

Dr. Stefan Schepers, EPPA
Partner

Jens Meyer, CEDEP
Director General and Dean
of Programs

Dr. Lisa Bonadonna,
GlaxoSmithKline
Head of Save the Children
Partnership

Ruben Duraes
Manager Operations

Dr. Ludwig Roger
Manager EU Projects &
Funding

Varkey George
Projects Manager Africa

Dr. Mario Pansera
Marie Sklodowska-Curie
Research Fellow & I4S Project
Manager

Prof. Esben Pedersen, Copenhagen Business School
Director of Centre for Corporate Social Responsibility

Prof. Luk Van Wassenhove,
INSEAD
The Henry Ford Chaired
Professor of Manufacturing

Co-opted: Dr. Thomas Osburg, Circular Knowledge
Founder

Co-opted: Mike Patrick,
Social Accountability International
Board Member

Patrick Niemann
Communication
Coordinator

Ruth Garcia Palafox
Executive Coordinator

Marco Matriciano
Projects Coordinator

Karolina Sobczak
Projects Assistant
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